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SPOKEN MALAYALAM OF
THE 16th CENTURY

kaam (!) ōrōru samsāram Alas! Because of one
ukou asau2 muupāāka problem after another,
kou3 itra vaikīinē'4 (.)
this person suffered
so much that it has
taken so long.

Bhāā Naisadham Campu is celebrated as one
of the best, if not the best campu (mixed prose and
verse) work in Maipravāam. Published in 1934
along with an elaborate commentary, “Prāñjali” by
Pāţţattil Padmanabha Menon, Ulloor Paramesvara
Iyer and Vatakkumkur Raja Raja Varma rated it
among the best, if not the very best “commentary”
that had ever appeared in Malayalam. Ulloor
identified the author as Malamangalam Narayanan
Nambudiri, a rather prolific poet and dated it to mid16th century, at Peruvanam, in the kingdom of Kocci.

iinārāyaan illattirikkunna Iṭṭināṛāyaṇan (speanā-ou-da+iccu gēham ker’s brother) – will
bhariccīumō(?)5
he do anything at all
for the household on
the days he is home?

Re-reading the work, I was struck by the
description of the crowd that gathered for Damayanti’s svayamvaram. The poet reported conversations of several groups. This reportage is, in my
view, a valuable record of the spoken Malayalam of
the times. I cite below a discourse among a couple of
Nambudiri participants. It must be remembered that it
is part of the prose of a campu, and subject to rules of
prosody – therefore, it cannot be an exact verbatim
reportage. I have inserted punctuation within brackets,
and split sandhi to make the meaning clearer.

santatikkerravum sakaam It will be very diffipāramenne-(e)ntuvān pēr-a cult for me to have
kkaniśśān - girā (,)
children – so said that
kanissan astrologer –
what is his name?
(entuvān pēr, inserted
as parenthesis, to
show aversion).

Transliteration

Gloss

etrayum kautukam cittatārikal annaaśakam naannaumium mudā taail
kaōru vārtta cōdikkayum

Amusing indeed! That
day, (all sorts of people)
wandered about, without a
care, greeted one another
with glee, and exchanged
gossip.

vāsu eppō
vannu(?)

vaakkūnnu1 Vāsu, when did you come
from the north?

bhavānetra nāuu ñā'
kāmā' kotikkunnu(!) pattu
samvatsaram pūramāyi d*+ham(.)

How long have I been
longing to see you, Sir!
At least ten years for
sure. (Vāsu’s reply. First
speaker resumes:)

entariññānavan cintayillētu- What does he know,
mē(,) hanta ñānō valaññīi- he cares nothing, but
nēn iine (.)
alas, so I am thus in
deep trouble.

kālamē (,) hanta (,) ñān
nālu vēīinēn (-) nālilum
kūi yinn-ōrttukāum vidhau
pattu peua uu (,)
uiyilla ētumē(!)

(So I rushed off) and
married four wives
straightaway – and
now, if I think carefully
and count correctly, I
have ten daughters,
but not a single boy!

raaakattu tiradirikkun- Two have attained
natum raatinnāyorumpeu puberty and cannot
irikkunnatum sāmpratam6(;) leave the home; two
are getting ready currently;
rau chaulam ka7iium Two have had their
uu innale kannikou onn- hair-dressing ritual chainu annam kotuttīinēn (;)
udam done, and to one,
I gave the first ricefeeding rite yesterday;

Latest Publications: DRAVIDIAN SYNTACTIC TYPOLOGY. Sanford B. Steever. 2017, PB, Demy 1/8, pp. xiv + 162, Rs. 240/(US$ 24/-). INDO-ARYAN LOAN-WORDS IN MALAYĀAM. K. Godavarma, 2017, PB, Demy 1/8, pp. xii + 252, Rs. 300/(US$ 30/-). LANGUAGE DISORDERS AND DIFFERENTLY ABLED CHILDREN. G.K. Panikkar (Ed.), 2017, PB, Demy 1/8,
pp. vi + 154, Rs. 200/- (US$ 20/-). INDEX OF RĀMACARITAM, Naduvattom Gopalakrishnan, 2017, HB, Demy 1/8, pp. 1224,
Rs. 1400/- (US$ 140/-).
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the more Sanskritized form buddhimuu. The form
kaakkārar, showing doubling of plural marker
-ar, remains a feature of southern dialects even
now. If the schematic adopted in the table above is
accepted, then Vasu, the interlocutor, is obviously
the ‘northerner’ because the other asks him, “Vasu,
when did you come from the north?” The first
speaker is probably the senior because Vasu
addresses him as “Bhavān” (‘you’, honorific). The
southerner is a garrulous example, typical of
elderly Nambudiri-s, who cannot stop once they
start talking of their own troubles. Vasu is more
practical-minded; he remembers and reminds the
other of the need to “reserve” their places in the
dining hall by the simple device of keeping their,
probably wet, breach-clouts (kaupīnam) as proxy!

pinne mūnnuu mūlam mutal Then there are three,
kāl pi8anniavirrinnu 7pēria- born from the mūlam
tilla (;)iane
asterism onwards – so
I have not yet even
named them;
buddhi celuttēamē (,) pattum Please think well, is
ottīlayō (?)
not the count of ten
complete?
cāttam ūunna nā oliiu Except on the days
iinā*āyaane kāmatinnill- when the annual obseahō (!)8
quies are performed,
Iṭṭināṛāyaṇan is never to
be seen, alas!
kayyil illa ētum ayyāyirattinnu I have no money at all.
The creditors would
pōrum kaakkārar9 (!)
number about 5000!

Concordance between Word-ending of Subject and
Predicate: A diagnostic difference that sets off
Malayalam from Tamil has been famously the lack
of gender- number- person indicators in the verbending suffixes. Probably, Malayalam speakers
had been simplifying their language use by
dropping concordance in their conversation, though
it was retained in the written language until recent
times. Our sample shows that the practice died
rather hard! The garrulous Nambudiri is not
consistent in the usage, except with reference to
the first person singular. In his opening sentence,
he asks “eppō vannu?”, omitting concordance and
adopting the simplest form of the past tense. The
expression “vaikīinēn” is interesting – I wonder
whether there is any “sanction” for such usage in
the grammars of other Southern Dravidian
languages! Northerner Vasu is less bothered about
concordance than the southerner.

ittaram cāpalam nīavē tūki- Thus chattering endyum nūnam innu ūumuu lessly – (here his friend,
ōrttukoēamē(!)
Vāsu obviously, interposes): Sure, you should
not forget that there is a
feast today!
kōakam kou iţam veccu
sūkiccu pōy kālamē cennu
upastānavum ceytu kou
innu vanniuvēam viśēaa ōrōnnu uraccīuvān (.)

We shall reserve our
places by keeping our
breach-clouts (kaupīnam) here, and go, do
our routine rituals and
then, we shall come
back here, have time to
talk about various things.

[The text goes on to make fun of other groups e.g.,
astrologers, black magicians etc., but not in this detail.
The astrologers’ gossip is full of technical terms, and is
amusing only to one learned in that subject.]

Dialect Variation: The dialogue throws up the
It is interesting to speculate that the
process of transformation of dialect in the Nambudiri
gradual abandonment of concordance by
speech forms. Already, the southern speakers had
prestigious speakers like Nambudiris hastened
started referring to troubles as muuppāu instead of
the development in Malayalam for relinquishing it
the
more Sanskritized form buddhimuu. The form
V.I. SUBRAMONIAM COMMEMORATION VOLUMES I & II, G.K. Panikkar, B. Ramakrishna Reddy, K. Rangan & B.B.
Rajapurohit (Eds.), 2015, HB, Crown ¼: Vol. I: Studies on Dravidian, pp. xx + 515. Rs. 1,280/- (US$ 110/-); Vol. II: Studies on
Indian Languages and Cultures, pp. xx + 458. Rs. 1,150/- (US$ 105/-). STUDIES ON BANGLA AND DRAVIDIAN, Syamala
Sasidharan, Sourav Chakraborty & G.K. Panikkar (Eds.), 2014, PB, Demy 1/8, pp. 208, Rs. 220/- (US$ 20/-).
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the development in Malayalam for relinquishing it
forever.

Note: vaakkūnnu instead of vaakku ninnu.

2

He adopts the Sanskrit style of referring to himself as
asau, third person singular, signifying this person.

Sidelights on Social Anthropology: Nambudiri
families were not all affluent in the 16th century.
Though they had high prestige, and many privileges,
materially, they were not well off. Many of them
depended a great deal on the free meals they were
entitled to at temples and palaces. The literature
indicates that they flocked to such free feasts in great
numbers and extreme gusto. In our example, the
eagerness to ensure a place in the queue as well as
the naiveté of the means of assuring it – by placing a
wet and not necessarily clean piece of intimate
underwear to mark reservation – is evidence of both
their dependence as well as the privileges they
commanded. In day-to-day living, they often
suffered poverty, and relieved themselves by getting
indebted – probably, when the debts got very heavy,
the local chieftain discharged their obligations.

3

This shows the “southern” provenance of the speaker,
perhaps Thiruvalla, then a well-established Nambudiri
settlement. A Trichur-based Nambudiri would have said
buddhimuu – signifying difficult situations.

4

Note the ‘-en’ suffix ending the verb to make it
conform to ñān, first person singular subject (understood). It is also used as a ‘verbifier’ to convert an
adverb into a verb. Please also see note below.
5

Please see note, on the social anthropological implications.
6

Typical of the Nambudiri turn of speech even now –
e.g., a chronically ill person will be said to be striving
hard to die.

7

He refers to them as avarrinnu = to them inanimate,
because they are yet to be named.

8

On such days, (cāttam), there will be a feast at noon,
and Ittinaranan does not miss them! (Please see note at
the end on the social anthropology of Nambudiris.)

During the 17th century, conditions in Kerala
became politically and militaristically full of conflict.
Martanda Varma I of Travancore started a regime of
conquest and warfare that upset all pre-existing
property relations. Following him, in Kocci, Saktan
Tampuran campaigned against the excessive powers
of the feudal overlords, confiscating property. In
Malabar, the Zamorin was increasingly challenged
by the Western maritime powers against whom he
fought continuously, and then, in the next century,
was annihilated by the Mysore Sultans and the
British. These conditions resulted in instability, and
Nambudiris emerged as points of comparative
security because their caste protected them against
dispossession of their property. Many landowners
formally put their properties under Nambudiri
janmam in order to safeguard them. However, when
the British introduced their Land legislations and
tenure systems, they misunderstood the property
relations and treated janmi-s as absolute owners.
Suddenly, many Nambudiri families became
absolute owners of vast properties, and were
catapulted into affluence. Since then, the Nambudiri
dominance in Kerala became quite apparent.

9

Please note the word kaakkārar. Padmanabha Menon
has dealt with this in great detail in his commentary and
shows that this clearly indicates the southern
provenance of the speaker – in the southern dialect, such
usage viz., a double plural indicator, e.g. -ārar, is usual.
Menon points out that the author, Naryanan Nambudiri,
had resided for long at Tiruvella – Ulloor proves that he
had learnt astrology and mathematics there under a
famous preceptor. Hence, the usage in the work is not
an error, but deliberate. It shows the persistence of some
dialect forms over centuries because the use is common
in the southern areas even now.

T. Madhava Menon

ON DRAVIDIAN POETICS
(Concluding Part)

Environmental Aesthetics and Ti¸ai Concept

Aesthetics behind Ti¸ai concept had a
greater value when we take into account the
ecology-based environmental aesthetic studies.
Ti¸ai divisions and its mutal, karu and poru½
religious
images
would empower
women
and
factors can
be redefined
by using the
principles
create
a
more
balanced
and
humane
society.
The
of ecological aesthetics. Each and every level of
human life is directly or indirectly akin to the
TULU: AN INTENSIVE COURSE, M. Rama, 2013, PB, Crown ¼, pp. 12 + 132, Rs. 200/- (US$ 20/-). BANGLA BASIC
VOCABULARY, Tapas Kayal & Dhrubajyoti Das, 2014, PB, Demy 1/8, Pp. xvi + 128, Rs. 150/- (US$ 15/-).
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human life is directly or indirectly akin to the place
where he settled. Thus, the place is considered as
the central pivot of life and the geographicallyoriented Ti¸ai concept becomes the basic vision of
the ecology-based environmental aesthetics or
poetics. Theories of new literary perspectives like
Dalit aesthetics, Eco-feminism, Landscape aesthetics and Eco-linguistics can also contribute
quintessence of ideas for the innovations based on
Ti¸ai concept, the oldest Tamil poetics which can
rightly be called Dravidian poetics.
Naduvattom Gopalakrishnan
REVIEW

MALAYĀAM KĀSIK BHĀA –
PAAKKAVUM VYAKTITVAVUM
(Malayalam Classical Language –
Earliest Phase and Individuality)
Naduvattom Gopalakrishnan. 2012. Kerala: The
State Institute of Languages. Pp. 100. Rs. 60/-.
The lovers of Malayalam language and
literature had been very much concerned for a long
time on the denial of classical status to Malayalam
language though it is also a member of the family of
languages such as Tamil, Kannada and Telugu. The
Central Government instituted certain specific criteria
for issuing the classical status for languages. The
applications satisfying the criteria had been rejected
on many occasions. Actually, Malayalam must have
received the recognition just by proving the fact that
Malayalam belongs to the family of languages Tamil,
Kannada and Telugu but there exists a difference of
opinion among the scholars regarding the origin of
the Malayalam language. The argument that these
languages belong to the same family would be
accepted only if we agree that the languages Tamil,
Kannada, Telugu and Malayalam had originated from
Mūladrāvi+am or from an ancient Tamil which existed
before today’s Tamil language. The great scholar
Kerala Panini A.R. Rajarajavarma believed this
argument. Based on this argument, Naduvattom
Gopalakrishnan wrote the book Malayāam Kāsik
Bhāa - Pa7akkavum Vyaktitvavum. This book depicts
the details of the report, which helped in securing the
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classical language status to Malayalam language.
Including this report, there are seven articles in this
book. Each article serves as a fingerprint to the
earlier phase and individuality of the Malayalam
language. A brief account of the highlights of each
article is given below.
1. The first article entitled Kēraa, Cēra Śabdaa
establishes that the word Kēraa existed even
before the word Cēra. There was a common status
to the Tamil and Malayalam languages, irrespective
of differentiating Tamil or Malayalam. In addition
to this, the language of Malaināṭu had its own
peculiarity of Malaināu Va7akkam in the ancient
period itself. This implies that the Malayalam
language is as old as Tamil and throws light into
the identity of Kēraa and the language of Kēraa.
2. The second article is on Vidēśabhāakaile Pūrva
Kēraa Bhāa. It describes the terminology on
Kerala depicted in the travelogue of foreigners and
concludes on the phonological features of the thenexisting language of Kerala. It establishes that
Kerala had its own language for communication
even before the Christian era.
3. The third article is entitled Kēraabhāayue
Pūrvaghaam. The songs of the Sangam poets of
Kerala origin depicted certain words and usages
which did not belong to the Tamil language. This
phenomenon of Malaināu Va7akkam proved that
Kerala had its own language of communication
(vāmo7i) which means the people who lived in
Malaināṭu had a mother tongue. In addition, the
songs of Pa7amtami7 had Malayalam words and
grammatical usages. These facts substantiate that
Kerala had its own characteristics, different from
ancient Tamil Nadu.
4. The fourth article is titled Kēraavum Kēraabhāayum. During the reign of Asoka Mourya (268
to 232 BCE), Kerala had emerged to be known to
other parts of the country. In the second Śāsana of
King Asoka, Kerala was also mentioned along with
the Cōḷa and Pāṇḍya regions. The article highlights
the origin, development and evaluation of the
languages of Kerala, more than the word Kēraa
itself. If the languages of Kerala did not have a selfidentity, it would have remained only as a dialect of
Tamil. Actually, missionaries had spread the name

THE MORPHOSYNTAX OF THE DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES, P.S. Subrahmanyam, 2013, HB, Demy 1/8, pp. xxx + 687,
Rs. 1,000/- (US$ 100/-). THE CONTRIBUTION OF MELPŪTTUR NĀRĀYAA BHAATIRI TO SANSKRIT LITERATURE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO VYĀKARAA, P. Visalakshy, 2013, HB, Crown ¼, pp. 428, Rs. 900/- (US$ 81/-).
A SURVEY OF SMRITI LITERATURE, N.P. Unni, 2013, PB, Demy 1/8, pp. 8 + 164, Rs. 200/- (US$ 20/-).
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Tamil. Actually, missionaries had spread the name
Malayāam to the language of Kerala.

discusses the original literary tradition of Malayalam
language. Criterion D – A Classical language would be
distinct from its later current form and could be
discontinuous with its later forms or its offshoots (like
Latin vs. Roman, Sanskrit, Pali vs. Prakrit and Modern
DLAit News
Endowment
Fund
Indo-Aryan). Here
establishes
that Malayalam
has a
rich
heritage
of 2300 years.
MalayalamRs.
had a continuous
05.08.15
Dr. Naduvattom
Gopalakrishnan
20.00
evolutionTOTAL
with respect
to language
literature.
AS O LAST
MONTH andRs.
1,88,036.00

5. The fifth article Kanna+a Tuu Bhāakaum Malayāavum
investigates the changes that had occurred in the
Malayalam language and culture due to the association of
people who speak Tulu and Kannada. We can observe a
hybrid nature of the culture and language of Tulu and
Kannada in the Malayalam language and the culture of the
northern parts of Kerala, especially Kasargod. The article
gives a list of words with the same meaning used in
Kannada, Tulu and Malayalam languages. This indicates
the long association of the three languages Kannada, Tulu
and Malayalam.

CURRENT
TOTAL
Rs. 1,88,056.00
Thus,
on analyzing
these seven
articles, we
understand that each article gives a scientific proof to
the arguments in the seventh article. The book could be
written only by a scholar with in-depth knowledge in
language and literature. The way of analyzing and
interpreting the existing perspective on language is a
creative approach with originality. In this respect, the
book Malayāam Kāsik Bhāa - Pa7akkavum Vyaktitvavum is an asset to Malayalam language and
literature.

6. The sixth article is entitled Malayāaga+yam –
Prārambhaghaam. The use of the Malayalam language is
evidenced in the inscriptions of Edakkal Caves. We are in
receipt of lengthy Malayalam literature from the beginning
of Kollavara. The article gives a thorough analysis of
ancient Malayalam prose models such as King Asoka’s
Śāsanā-s, Vāappaḷḷi Chepped, Tariśappaḷḷi Chepped,
Mūikkuḷam Temple document, Airāṇikkuḷam document,
Tiruvalla Cheppeds and Bhāakauilīyam.

T.K. Santhosh Kumar
NEW APPLICANTS FOR LIFE-MEMBERSHIP OF DLA
[To be approved by the Executive Committee]

(May 2017)

7. The seventh article Śrēa Bhāā Padaviyum Malayāavum describes that Malayalam had an earlier phase
and individuality equivalent to that possessed by
languages like Tamil, Kannada and Telugu belonging to the
family of Dravidian languages. Thus, the article is a brief
account of the report submitted by the Government of
Kerala to the Central Government. It analyses all the four
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languages. Criterion B – A body of ancient literature / texts
which is considered a valuable heritage by generations of
speakers. Here it analyses the role played by Malayalam
literature in improving the life of Keralites and in
preserving the culture different from other states.
Criterion C – The literary tradition has to be original and
not borrowed from another speech community. Here it
discusses the original literary tradition of Malayalam
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